
 

Develop a passion for learning. If you do, you will never cease to grow.  

 — Anthony J. D'Angelo 

Twin Rivers Unified School District 

Professional Development Department 

5115 Dudley Blvd., Bay C 

McClellan, CA  

916.566.1756 

Within this catalog, you will find a listing of the Certificated 1% Professional Development Courses.   

 

Our district focus is to increase student achievement and success -  

The 1% professional development courses are designed to build our capacity to achieve this.   



 

Please see My Learning Plan (MLP) for complete course information.   

Our Courses will be updated in MLP as we work to provide thoughtful and robust learning opportunities.  

Accutrain: Self-Regulation -  
The Self-Regulation Training System is a simple, organized method for teaching children and teens these skills. 

When a young person is lacking in the ability to control emotions and behaviors, negative outcomes are easily observable. Giving students the tools to improve their Self-Regulation skills 
can help them better handle: Academic challenges, Classroom behavior issues, Anger issues, Self-esteem struggles, Anxiety, Defiance, Social difficulties, and Impulsiveness 
 
In this one-day training workshop, you will be given recommendations and strategies to use with all students and, in particular, with those who have behavioral and/or emotional self-control 
issue 

Aeries-  
Do you know the basics of taking attendance but want to learn what other items you have access to in your Aeries WEB (.net) account?  Get a tour of your WEB account and learn how to 
view reports, add tasks and more.  

CCSS Deconstruction -  
In this course participants will learn how standards deconstruction will lead to more focused purposeful lessons and how this process helps us surface our learning intentions.   

Edgenuity: Adult Ed -  
Basic training to support teachers grades 9-12 and Adult Education. Edgenuity is a supplemental program designed to meet students where they are in reading and math and give them 
exactly what they need to catch up, keep, and get ahead.  

Edgenuity: Counselors/Teachers Grade 9-12 -  
Training in Edgenuity for counselors grades 9-12 on how to move kids in and out of different schools without losing works completed in a course. 

Essential Components for Early Literacy Instruction   
Want to know more about creating dynamic groups in your classroom? 
Looking for meaningful early literacy activities? 
Please join us for a fun day of analyzing, creating and preparing for your daily early literacy instruction. 
We want to give you some ideas on what to do when your students are struggling. 
From whole group instruction activities to small-group teacher-led activities to meaningful independent student activities we will address specific phonological and literacy needs. 

F & P: Getting to Know Your District Assessments - New Employees 
Does F & P have you running for the hills?  This class is for all teachers who need the F & P Reading Record Training or who might need a refresher on administering and scoring the 
assessment.  We will go over the purpose for the assessment, how to code and score the reading record, and how to use the assessment information to determine student needs.   We will 
explore the F & P Continuum of Literacy Learning and how to use that tool to plan your next steps in reading instruction.  



Getting to Know Your Device     
This course is designed for those who need to build a basic understanding of computer and tablet use before they have access to our district technology programs and resources.   

Google Classroom Online Course 
Looking for a way to assign, organize, and grade all those Google docs at once? Google Classroom is for you! Come experience Google's newest tool helping teachers, Google 
Classroom " Your new organizational best friend!” 

History/Social Science: Part 1 & Part 2  

Did you miss the June History/Social Science workshop? Or do you want to hear the information again? Here’s your chance to get up to speed on the new History-Social Science 
Framework. Over two after school workshops, the History Project at UC Davis will introduce teachers to the four shifts in the new HSS Framework (inquiry, updated content, literacy, and 
citizenship) and offer suggestions and resources for incorporating these into your classroom.  

Homeless Education and Awareness (McKinney Vento) 
McKinney-Vento Homeless Education Participants will: 

 Understand the definition of homelessness in public education  

 Understand how to identify students experiencing homelessness  

 Understand how to access district services and resources to remove educational barriers for students experiencing homelessness 

 Be able to utilize school engagement strategies for students who are experiencing homelessness 

New Employee Boot Camp Follow-Up: New Hires Only -  
This course is designed to provide guidance and support for new teachers. It will include the sharing of best practices including curricular planning and classroom management. 

NGSS Overview -  
In this course participants will receive an overview presentation of the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS).  This presentation will include how teachers can navigate the new 
standards and bring engaging hands-on-learning experiences to students  

Project-Based Learning: CTE Teachers; 3 Part Series 
School teams will delve into the basics of how to implement project-based learning at their school sites, which involve CTE and academic teachers. 

School Loop Grade Book 
Let's face it, you are a teacher so you need a gradebook. School Loop is here for you. Their web-based gradebooks are automatically backed up and updated with current enrollment. 
Beginning topics include: grade book setup (categories, weighting, custom codes), grade book score sheets (assignment, student, auto-fill), and grade publishing. Advanced topics include: 
topics include: reordering students and assignments, hiding/showing students, reports, gradebook tools digital dropboxes, and assignment based discussions. Update parents and 
students in real-time with a few simple clicks. So what are you waiting for? 



SPARK PE Training: Grades K-12 -  
Grades K-6 teachers will be provided with training, curriculum, and equipment to ensure quality and equitable PE curriculum across the district.   

Student Alliance Program: Student Alliance Teachers 
This workshop is for the purpose of providing an overview of the curriculum to the Student Alliance Teachers.   

Systems Thinking: Applying Systems Thinking Habits and Tools to you Work and Life 
Applying Systems Thinking Habits and Tools to your Work and Life 

We will use systems thinking habits and tools to help develop effective and thoughtful plans of action to positively impact your systems of interest.  In addition, we will learn from one 
another the many ways systems thinking habits and tools inform decision-making, problem-solving and goal achievement in many different contexts that impact the quality of our district. 

UDL Lesson Design -  
Universal Design for Learning (UDL) is a framework to improve and optimize teaching and learning for all people based on scientific insights into how humans learn. Learn about UDL 
and design lessons for all students to access. 

Using PLCs to Guide Success  
This active and engaging course will support participants with leveraging the success of their PLCs through a focus on the 4 essential questions and the 3 big ideas.  Through this workshop participants 

will learn how working together can make our mission and vision a reality.    

Youth Mental Health First Aid 
Requirement: Attend ALL 4 sessions - November 10, 12, 17, & 18 

 

Youth Mental Health First Aid (YMHFA) is a basic public education program that teachers individuals how to help a youth who is in crisis or experiencing a mental health or substance 
use challenge.  Using an interactive format, this eight-hour course will: utilize role-playing and simulations to demonstrate how to assess a mental health crisis, provide initial help, and 
connect young people to professional, peer, social care, and self-help care. 
Participants will learn: 
- Risk factors and warning signs of anxiety of a variety of mental health challenges common among adolescents, including: anxiety, depression, psychosis, eating disorders, ADHD, 
disruptive behavior disorders, and substance abuse disorders. 
- A core five-step action plan to support an adolescent developing signs and symptoms of mental illness or in an emotional crisis. 
 
IMPORTANT: TO RECEIVE A CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION, PARTICIPANTS ARE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE THE FULL EIGHT (8) HOURS OF INSTRUCTION. 
 
The certificate, "Mental Health First Aid USA for Youth" is valid for three (3) years. 



VAPA: Arts Integration: ALL Certificated 

Documenting Student Learning through the Arts 
Communicating what students have learned through arts-integrated instruction can be complex and challenging.  How do we share the learning process or the depth of student 
understanding when a product or performance only shows part of it? 
In this session, explore purposes, components, and formats of communicating arts-integrated instruction and student learning, and consider ways to align them to the needs of various 
constituencies, such as school administrators and parents.  A wealth of experience and authentic examples of documentation that  demonstrate student learning in a variety of art forms 
and subject areas is shared in this workshop 
 

Eye Am A Masterpiece 

Learn how to implement Arts Integrated lessons developed to support 5th grade students experiences during their Eye Am A Masterpiece Artist Residencies. 

 

Laying a Foundation 

Many professional development programs are based on a philosophy and practice of teaching called Arts Integration.  So what is Arts Integration?  This session unpacks the definition 
developed by the Kennedy Center and gives you the opportunity to uncover the characteristics of quality integratio9n.  In addition, the session includes your participation in an arts-
integrated lesson and examines how arts-integrated instruction aligns with current learning principals and best practice. 
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VAPA: Arts Integration: VAPA Teachers PK-12 

“Butter and Jam” Performances: PK-12 Music Teachers  

Let Us Play!  What do musicians do in a combo situation? Who leads, what is needed to start, selecting repertoire, and putting it all together? 
 
Elementary Music: Music Teachers  POST 

Reconvening after teacher/classroom observations and video, lesson study analysis. Conversation and reflection around lessons, obstacles, and perceived impact followed by recalibration 
of expectations and next steps.  Group viewing and discussion of selected video clips. 

 

Link Up: A Symphony of Colors: - Teachers 4th Grade & Music Teachers  

Learn how to implement Arts Integrated lessons developed to support 4th Grade students participating in Link Up 

 

Music Theory and Aural Proficiency with Craig Faniani: PK-12 Music Teachers  

Theory and Ear Training—the most neglected yet most essential aspects of understanding music. How to understand, convey, and utilize these critical concepts in the classroom. 

 

Music is Its Own Culture: VAPA Elementary Music Teachers (Watch for new Date) 

Cultural responsiveness Statement: Music is its own culture 
What does it mean to improvise in musical composition? Learn techniques to support and scaffold this critical skill. 
 



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
 

Q. How can I register for a workshop? 

A. To access the district catalog, use the TRUSD URL: pd.twinriversusd.org; User Name: first name.last 

 name (as in TR email); Password: TR email log in password 

Q. What if I need support logging on?  

A. Contact the TRUSD Help Desk at extension 55555. 

Q. What courses can I take to get my 1% stipend?  

A. Only those courses titled “TRUE CERTIFICATED 1%” are eligible for hours toward your stipend. 

Q. What if I am placed on the waiting list? 

A. Keep checking - if there is a withdrawal, the program pulls from the waiting list to fill that vacancy.  

Q. How many hours do I need to get the 1% stipend? 

A. TRUE members must complete 12 hours to receive the 1% stipend 

Q. How long do I have to take the courses? 

A. TRUE members will have until December 1, 2017 to complete 12 hours. 

Q. I want to learn more, can I keep taking courses after I reach my allotted time? 

A. Employees may not exceed 12 hours of the TRUE 1% courses  

Q. How and when will I get paid? 

A. Your total TRUE 1% hours will be reported to Payroll after the December 1, 2017 deadline.  All those who 

 have completed 12 hours will be paid their 1% stipend mid-January as variable pay. 


